Q-News
A Word from Jack

T

he world has been turned upside down
for many of us. With the outbreak of
COVID-19, companies are scrambling for
ways to keep their employees safe while
maintaining business. Technology today
can enable employees to be productive while
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working remotely. Implementing remote
access technologies, offers many benefits,
but also creates additional risk. This risk is
amplified if the remote devices are owned
by the employee and not maintained by
the organization. We have posted a blog
that contains detailed information on the
vulnerabilities and tools available to support
a remote a work force. Corporate account
takeover (CATO), also known as business
email compromise (BEC), is growing at
alarming rates. We have seen many clients
getting phishing emails from clients and
business partners, who have had their email
account compromised. I personally received
an email from a competitor asking if we
would be interested in a joint project. The
email at first looked legitimate, but upon a
quick look-over, I found the following:

• The email had a link to a word document
in SharePoint library (this is typically
normal)
• The link for the SharePoint library was at
a google domain (fraud!!!)
SharePoint is a Microsoft product and the
link should have been to a Microsoft site,
not a Google site. Look for an upcoming
blog that details how criminals are being
successful with CATO/BEC.
As we work through the challenges of the
COVID-19 outbreak, I wish everyone
success with keeping everyone safe and
managing your organization through these
challenging times.

Annual Security Awareness Training

W

e just completed our annual
Security Awareness Training here at
Quanexus. This is an important reminder
for all our employees of the security
standards we maintain to keep our data,
and in turn, our clients’ data safe. Below are
some high level points to think about in IT
Security this year.

These tools are making it easier to access
information, but they are also creating
new vulnerabilities that we haven’t had to
deal with before. We need to continue to
be aware of the risks this new technology
presents to keep our data safe.

Hacking: In the small to medium sized
business sector, hackers are not seeking
out companies to attack. Instead, they have
automated tools scanning the web looking
for vulnerabilities. When a vulnerability is
found by one of these tools, the hacker is
notified and gets to work on stealing data.
Our job is to put tools in place to not be the
low hanging fruit for these hackers.

Passwords: Password management has
never been more important. Passwords
should be 25 characters long and contain
at least one letter, one number, and one
symbol. The words used in passwords
should not be in the dictionary. Users should
not re-use passwords on other platforms.
We know password management is a pain
and, in some cases, can reduce productivity
in companies. There are password management tools we can advise you on to help.

Connectivity: We are experiencing many
aspects of our life connected to the internet
in some way. Computers in cars, wireless
power meters, and in home virtual assistants like Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

Phishing: This year we saw some high
profile data breaches that originated from
Phishing. We also saw the rise of Spear
Phishing, the act of targeting a single user
instead of blanketed email attacks. As
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always, we remind users not to click on
links in emails. Instead go to the source of
the email by typing the site into your web
browser, call the person on the phone, or
talk to them in person if they work in your
office. Issues to look for in a Phishing email
are bad grammar, a call to action that plays
on your emotions, and the sender’s email
address. If it is coming from a free email
address, or something that looks suspect,
it’s probably a Phishing email.
Security Awareness Training is one of the
layers in our Q-Stack. We abide by our
own system and conduct training annually
as we advise our clients to do.
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What We Learned From Equifax

M

onday, February 10th, the US
government charged four members
of China’s People’s Liberation Army who
they say are responsible for the attack on
Equifax in September 2017. With these
charges the event is categorized as one
of the largest state-sponsored thefts of
personal identifiable data on record. The
charging documents also give us more
information on the attack than we had
before. There are basic IT security steps we
can now see were not followed by Equifax
in the lead up to the breach. As small
business owners we can learn a lot from
the way customers’ data was mishandled,
and how it was stolen.

Lessons we can learn from
Equifax Update:
The original breach occurred because
Equifax did not keep up with patches and
updates. Apache Software Foundation
found a vulnerability in its software
which gave hackers the opportunity to

access systems from anywhere in the
world. As part of the announcement,
Apache released a patch and instructions
on how to fix the issue. Equifax ignored
the announcement, did not patch their
systems, and the Chinese hackers were
inside Equifax’s systems within weeks, the
DOJ report states.
Once inside Equifax’s systems, the hackers
explored the databases looking for sensitive
material. The investigation also revealed
Equifax was storing personal information,
including social security numbers, in an
unencrypted manor. The DOJ report
shows clients’ personal information stored
in plaintext format. This means once the
hackers were able to breach the systems,
there were no other obstacles in their way
once they found the data they wanted.
Along with these two blunders are a
laundry list of missteps by Equifax making
the data easier for the hackers to access.
The FTC found Equifax stored administrative credentials on their servers in

plaintext format, easily accessible if found.
They were using long expired security
certificates, another offense going back to
patching and updating. They also failed to
segment the databases, which would have
limited the damage in the event they were
hacked.
Once inside the database, the hackers had
no trouble finding the data in easy to access
formats, break it into small packages so it
wouldn’t be noticed by network security,
and extricate the data from the servers.
Equifax was a very large hacking event
with a lot of publicity, but it follows
the same pattern we see in the small to
medium sized business world. It normally
takes more than one thing to go wrong for
hackers to be able to access private data.
Adhering to a simple security framework
would have prevented the attack altogether. At Quanexus, we use our Q-Stack
as our security framework. Patches and
Updates are the second level in the security
framework.

Breach Data For Sale on Dark Web

E

ast Coast convenience store chain
Wawa reported a breach of their credit
card machines Dec. 19th, now it is believed
that data is for sale on the dark web.
The Pennsylvania based retail chain
discovered the attack on December 10th,
and had it contained by December 12th,
but Wawa says the malware started on
March 4th, meaning hackers had been
collecting credit card information for nine
months. The breach exposed the credit
card number, expiration date, and the
cardholder’s name. Wawa says the breach
did not expose PIN numbers or CVV
codes (the three numbers on the back of
the card).
At the end of January, a hacker on the
dark web announced a stash of 30 million
credit cards would be available for sale.
Experts believe most of this credit card
data is from the Wawa breach. This hacker
is well known for selling credit card data,
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and is only releasing small batches at a
time, so as not to inflate the black market.
Gas station scanner hacking is on the rise.
Visa released a report with its findings
on two recent gas station point of sale
attacks. Visa found the hackers gained
access through a phishing campaign
and installed malware on the gas station
network. Once the hackers had access,
they could move laterally over the
network to access credit card information. Visa cites the greatest reason for
these attacks on gas station point of sale
systems, are retailers’ slow move toward
a chip or more secure systems.

“…as long as the magnetic stripe
readers are in place, fuel dispenser
merchants are becoming an increasingly attractive target for advanced threat
actors with an interest in compromising merchant networks to obtain this
payment card data.”
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Wawa has teamed up with Experian to
offer identity protection to potentially
impacted customers.
Steps you can take if you believe your
credit card number was compromised:
If you shopped at a Wawa retail location
between March 4th, 2019 and December
12th, 2019, review your credit card statements for any unauthorized charges.
Now that we know the credit card information is being sold, it may be a good
time to request a new card from your
cardholder to head off any future issues.
At Quanexus data security is our highest
priority for our clients. Is your business in
a position where you are questioning the
security of your data? Give us a call today
to talk through your needs, and how we
may be of service.
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Long Term Digital Photo Storage

D

igital photography for the majority of
consumers is only about 10 years old.
The idea of long term data storage is a new
concept for most people, but we are being
forced to learn about these methods and
services to preserve family memories.
Storing digital photographs is a new skillset for the average consumer. For the first
150 years of photography, we stored images
in generally the same way. The image was
burned onto a substrate and there was a
physical record of the image. These images
took up space, but were more stable than
the images we take today.
We are taking more images with these
cameras always in our pockets, a lot more
images. Estimates suggest that we took
about 1.2 trillion images last year, that
number doubled in only 6 years from 2013
estimates. With all of these images, how
do we keep track of the images that are
important to us?
Digital data is much more convenient than
the glass or film images used to be stored
on, but it is also more vulnerable. In this
new age of photography, we are faced
with file corruption, hard drive failure, and
the simple human nature of not moving
content when a device is upgraded. Storing
images is no longer a passive exercise. A
glass negative from 1850 could be put in
a drawer and forgotten about, taken out
today, scanned, and the image could be
easily replicated. Now think about your first
smart phone or early digital camera. Where
are those images from just 15 years ago?
These are the issues we are facing as all
images are taken and stored digitally. Below
are some resources on backing up images,
but the first step is making backup a part
of your digital routine. These principles are
geared towards digital images, but it’s just
as important to backup your business data.
Backup solutions are an area of expertise at
Quanexus. If thinking about storing your
family pictures gets you thinking about
how your business stores data, give us a call.

Local Backup
An external hard drive is normally the first
solution consumers turn to. A local backup
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is generally inexpensive and reliable. If you
use a separate digital camera that produces
large files, a local backup solution is a must.
External hard drives need to be replaced
every 3-5 years and the data should be
backed up in more than one place.

There are many great online services as well
as stores that offer photo book creation.
Look for words like “archival, giclee, or
pigment ink” for longevity. The prints from
the quick printer at the drug store are not
made for long term image retention.

Cloud Backup
There are many options for cloud storage,
some of them may be included in services
you are already paying for. If you’re an
Amazon Prime member, they offer full
resolution unlimited photo storage. Google
offers free storage up to 15 gigs, then adds
a fee for more storage. Google does offer
unlimited photo backup with their Photos
app in their recommended compression.
Office 365 has 1 TB of storage for members
with OneDrive. Flickr used to be a good
option, but has been losing market share
and most users are vacating this platform.
Last year Flickr began deleting images of
users who were not paying for the service. If
you only take pictures on your smartphone,
a cloud backup could be your primary solution. Most unlimited cloud services limit
file formats to keep professionals from
uploading large camera RAW files.

Ultimately a combination of all three
of these options will ensure the greatest
longevity. Spreading your data out and
sharing it with others is the best way to
ensure you will still have those memories
down the road. Many of the cloud services
have options to share folders with other
family members.

Print Photos
We don’t need to develop and print images
any longer in order to view them, but
printing the images most important to you
is another way of backing up those images.
Luckily, we don’t need to keep track of
stacks of 4×6 glossy snapshots any longer.

At Quanexus we specialize in backup solutions. We help our clients with a combination of a cloud, local, and remote backups
weighing the longevity, cost, and data needs
for each business. You can use these same
tactics with your family photos to ensure
they will be enjoyed for generations.
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It might be time to upgrade that old external hard drive that has been making weird
noises lately. You already have Prime for
their other services, so downloading the
Photos app and letting it pull your images
gives you another place your images are
backed up. And as part of your year end
clean up, you create a photo book of the
most important images from last year.
Keeping backup in your digital data routine
and spreading the data out will go far in
preserving memories.
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Data Security Resonates with Consumers
A recent survey from IBM found 78%
of consumers say a company’s ability
to keep their data private is “Extremely
Important.” The same survey found that
only 20% of consumers completely trust
the organizations they do business with to
keep their data safe.
Many organizations are struggling to keep
up with data security. Companies collect
and store more information on consumers
than ever before, and the risks are higher
than ever to keep that data safe. Federal
and state legislatures are trying to find the
right balance of rules and penalties, and
many small businesses are lost in all of
the information.

All of these factors combine to create a
complex problem for a business owner.
Consumers understand the importance
of data security after years of huge data
breaches in the news. Organizations are
struggling to hire and keep up-to-date
skilled employees to keep customer data
safe and adhere to new and evolving
privacy regulations.

Many organizations are finding that it’s
cheaper and more effective to outsource
these responsibilities to an experienced
Managed Service Provider like Quanexus.
Data security is a priority for consumers.
Is your company doing everything it can
to protect client data?

The current study on Cyber Resilience
by IBM Security shows organizations are
still struggling to keep consumer’s data
safe. The study found organizations are
facing a skills gap when trying to be more
cyber resilient. These companies identify
the best way to protect client data is to
hire personnel skilled in this area. They
also reported it’s very difficult to find and
keep skilled cybersecurity professionals
(See Figure 5).
At the same time organizations are seeing
the importance of privacy in their IT
security framework (See Figure 8).
With the California Consumer Privacy
Act taking effect January 2020, many
organizations are scrambling to
understand the guidelines. Because of
the sheer number of Californians, most
organizations are choosing to make the
changes for all of their customers instead
of treating California residents differently.
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Source: IBM Cyber Resilience study

Follow Quanexus on Social Media!
Find Quanexus on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and Instagram! We share blog
posts, useful articles, and pose questions
to our followers.

@Quanexus571

@Quanexus

Also, subscribe to our email list to regularly receive tech news, cybersecurity alerts,
and information on upcoming events.
Visit Quanexus.com to sign up!

@Quanexus

@Quanexus571

